Improving preregistration training

Sir,—The decrease in hours and increase in education during the preregistration year proposed by Peter Richards is in my opinion long overdue.1 However, some points are worth highlighting.

It is essential that the two year educational programme should be common to all specialties as the purpose of the programme is to provide a basic medical education for all doctors. It should be integrated with the basic undergraduate curriculum, particularly if the proposals of the General Medical Council’s consultative document1 are adopted.

Richards’s proposal that it may be possible to shorten the undergraduate course may have implications for general practice. As a tutor for Cambridge undergraduates, who have a short clinical course of two years and three months, I have experienced the difficulties which medical schools have in allocating time to general practice within such a course.2 This is despite the fact that general practice deals with 90% of the contacts between the population and the health service3 and will become the eventual career destination of 63% of those who qualify.4

Richards notes that some of the smaller hospitals may have to use senior house officers in the front line of the service as they will not be able to provide the educational programme essential for preregistration training of house officers. These doctors will then suffer the same lack of educational time and overlong hours as current preregistration house officers at a time in their career when they will need to be studying towards membership or fellowship.

These laudable proposals should be seen as a first step on the road to a more integrated view of continuing education in medicine rather than the finishing touches to basic undergraduate education. This would enable some of the criticisms to be overcome.
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Sir,—Peter Richards believes that extending the preregistration year would improve practical supervision and education.1 This is important, but is it compatible with reducing hours? And is the proposed supervision adequate? The core of the proposal is job sharing with readily available practical supervision. Readily available supervision cannot be reconciled with reducing hours. There would inevitably be periods when a doctor with six months less undergraduate training than at present would be performing the same duties with the same supervision as at present. Patients deserve better care than this at night. Being supervised by somebody with, at best, no more experience than at present (half the experience twice the time yields the same final experience) does not improve quality of care. The convictions for manslaughter cited were of a senior house officer supervising a preregistration house officer, the senior house officer having had more training than the proposed second year preregistration house officer.2

To employ twice as many doctors without increasing the wages bill would be difficult. Current pay rates mean that cutting a preregistration house officer’s hours by one third from 80 to 53 cuts wages by only 22%. Either extra resources or considerably less pay would be required. Given the number of inappropriate duties that preregistration house officers currently perform, no one would employ ancillary staff to perform these duties if a first year preregistration house officer cost less. I do not think Richards proposes a “dogbody” year, but internships elsewhere in the world have tended to become just this.

The educational aims are laudable. It surprises people to learn that the preregistration year is supposed to have an educational content; my recently qualified colleagues do not recognise this aspect. An integrated post-qualification educational course would require preregistration house officers to spend longer in one hospital. This would provide greater continuity and encourage hospitals to improve accommodation and other facilities, but it would place considerable strain on medical students, who still perceive teaching hospital patronage to be important. A reduction in student numbers by internal linking would increase the pressure to obtain teaching hospital posts.
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Sir,—We support Peter Richards’s suggestion that the preregistration period of general clinical training should be radically restructured. The list of problems associated with the present system is long but includes the intensity of the work; inappropriate tasks; the sudden imposition of responsibility; the long hours; the transient nature of the attachments, leading to a feeling of not belonging to a unit; and difficulties with relationships with other members of the hierarchy, particularly consultants, who are themselves frequently overstretched. Poor accommodation and catering add further unhappiness.

The stress engendered is well known both from personal experience of being responsible for the wellbeing of house officers and from studies such as that of Firth-Cozens.1 We believe that although the changes currently being encouraged—reducing hours, employing support staff, and having named educational supervisors—will ameliorate the lot of the hapless house officer, major difficulties will remain. It is unlikely that anyone would reinvent the preregistration year, even in an improved form, as an introduction to a lifetime in medicine today. Indeed, we believe that anyone given the opportunity to think afresh about this most important transition period in a young doctor’s career would come up with a proposal closely resembling that of Richards.

We have discussed similar schemes with house officers, and their initial reaction has usually been to reject a two year period as prolonging the pain, but after explanation and thought several have recognised the possible advantages. These are mainly the reduction of stress and improvement in the educational value of a longer, far less intensive period of training. We are therefore saddened (but not too surprised) that the initial reaction of the Junior Doctors Committee was to reject the proposal.1 We congratulate the council of deans in the United Kingdom on their suggested scheme. It deserves a widespread welcome.
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